SIXTEEN HORSES / VAQUEROS

Level: high school, grades 10-12
Course: Spanish

Rationale

The coming of horses and cattle to the Americas changed forever the cultures, ecologies, and histories of these Western continents. Horses enabled the Spanish not only to conquer and subdue many of the indigenous nations, but also to spread very successful cattle-ranching enterprises throughout their colonies and missions in North, Central, and South America, as well as the Caribbean islands.

Lesson Overview

This lesson, “Sixteen Horses,” is part of a lengthy study of the equine/bovine impact upon the land and people of the Americas as it spread from Hispaniola to Mexico. We will follow the trail northward to our own Estancia Valley [near Albuquerque, NM], searching for its ramifications upon our valley and our families.

During the year we will study not only the history of the Estancia Valley, but also the history of how our families came here. By the year's end, I would like the second year students to complete a videotape of these histories. It will feature site visits to the pueblos, missions at Gran Quivira and Quarai, and interviews with los viejos of this ranching/farming community and with family and neighbors who remember something of the “old days,” as well as the present.

This portion of the unit will cover the horsemen of New Spain. The lessons are not necessarily on successive days.
Objectives

Students will demonstrate

* the ability to relate what/who/when/how used concerning the ranching objects they have provided from home
* the ability to record pertinent notes on lecture topic.
* group operation ability
* research abilities
* the ability to draw, cut-out, or obtain object example for visual of their research topic
* translation abilities (especially past-tense verb forms) in preparing brief oral presentation of research topic
* comprehensible pronunciation and sentence structure capabilities in Spanish
* proper oral presentation form

Time needed

1 week or more

Materials

video camera, videotapes, horseman equipment

Procedures

Lesson 1: Horseman's equipment
Spur/saddle<bits/bridle/chaps display (students have brought these from home). Students will relate vintage/owner/use/etc. of the piece of equipment they brought in. This is video-taped. This will provide one segment of our tape on the history of our valley and how our families came here.

Lesson 2: Lecture
Introduce the arrival of the horses in 1493 and the progression of horsemen and equipment in Central America and the Southwest, utilizing wall display of sketches with brief texts from Jose’ Cisneros’ book Riders Across the Centuries. Begin with conquistador (early 1500’s) and progress through Mexican ranchero (1830’s) and Buffalo Soldier (1880). Class takes notes. This information deviates in places from the accepted concepts of some of the designations (ex: vaquero, comanchero).

Also included in lecture:
* horse and cattle ranches of Hispaniola during conquests
* how “wild” horse and cow herds really came to be (ref: Pueblo Revolt, 1680)
* how Spaniards spread horse/cattle/sheep ranching as they came to and settled the Northern Frontier of New Spain
Lesson 3: Group Work — Research
Teacher divides class into 4 groups. Each group is given a list of related terms under horses/ranching of Spanish origin, many of which are loan words. Each group is to divide their list for research so that each member is responsible for a 2-3 minute explanation of his/her term(s) in Spanish to the class. The oral presentation is to be accompanied by a visual/graphic/object example of the term.

Group A:
- jinete/jinetear
- hidalgo
- caballero
- vaquero(-a)/buckaroo
- encomendero
- comanchero
- cibolero
- ranchero
- sabanero

Group B:
- encomienda
- ciénegas
- rancho
- remuda
- charreada
- ganado mayor/menor
- sabanas
- estancia
- tanque/estanque
- rodeo

Group C:
- estribos
- espuelas
- garrocha
- chinquederos
- jaquima
- basal
- tapaderas
- silla vaquera
- la reata/dar la vuelta
- chaparreras
- mecate

Group D:
- mularroes
- mestizos
- indios
- dogey
- riollos
- mestefios
- indigenas
- concha

Lesson 4: Group Work — Prepare to present
Students meet in groups, review/check group-members' preparations, decide system/sequence of presentation and organization of visuals. Practice.

Lesson 5: Oral Group Presentations to class
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